CHARACTER AREA 17
Agreement (which has not yet been issued –
October 2010). At the time of production of the
Townscape Assessment (October 2010) approval
Summary
is being sought for the Design Code which is a
conditional requirement of approval. It should
also be noted that the area to the west of
This character area comprises a series of
Manthorpe (CA17a) has also been the subject of
generally open greenspaces given over to
an outline planning application to South Kesteven
mostly agricultural uses and divided into fields
District Council and has been presented to the
with some hedge and tree boundaries. The
topography of these spaces is very distinctive and CABE review panel in April 2010. The proposals,
the relationship of the town to these greenspaces designed by Nicol Thomas, are for a sustainable
throughout this character area is a crucial part of urban extension to Grantham comprising around
the character of both the town and the landscape 1,000 new homes, a retirement community, a
neighbourhood centre incorporating a primary
fringes. These areas make up the important
school and primary healthcare facility, retail
landscape setting to Grantham (and in particular
some of its heritage assets of outstanding national uses, public house, public space, and biodiversity
enhancement areas. CABE were unable to
significance, for example the Grade I listed
support the proposals in their presented format.
Church of St Wulfram) and are generally very
Figure 8.17.01 CA17
sensitive to change. It should be noted however
The Southern Quadrant (part of CA17d and all of Key Characteristics
that three of the six character areas; CA17b,
CA17d and CA17e have been identified for future CA17e) has been the subject of extensive studies
development as part of the growth point status of by both the landowner, South Kesteven District
CA17a: Area to the west of Manthorpe and south
Council and Lincolnshire County Council. The
the town. These development sites are known as
of Belton Lane
area
is
to
be
the
subject
of
the
Supplementary
the Northwest Quadrant (most of CA17b) and the
Planning
Document
which
is
being
prepared
Southern Quadrant (CA17d and CA17e).
Form:
by the Local Planning Authority at present.
Open, mixed farmed landscape, with strong sense
The area has been identified for mixed use
Part of the area known as Poplar Farm in
of a rural setting and surrounded by planned
development but predominantly housing and is
the Northwest Quadrant is the subject of a
landscapes (Belton House and golf course to east
also the location of a planned relief road which is and north respectively)
proposal for circa 1800 new homes, local retail
intended to relieve traffic congestion in the town
and community centre, primary school, green
Structure:
infrastructure of sports pitches, open space, rights centre.
Enclosed fields and bounded in places by enclosure
of way and SuDS landscaping, and vehicular
roads (such as Belton Lane)
access from the A52 (Barrowby Road) and across
Topography:
a new railway bridge to Pennine Way to the
Gently undulating landform but falling to the River
north. SKDC resolved to grant outline Planning
Witham valley
permission for the development in September
2009, subject to completion of a Section 106
CA17: Landscape Fringes (various locations)
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Figure 8.17.02; View looking south towards Grantham (over CA17a) with St Wulfram’s
spire to the east, the modern maltings directly south and the green open ridgeline beyond
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Figure
8.17.03;
Character
Area 17
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Boundaries:
Well defined with low trimmed hedges and few
hedgerow trees

a small watercourse to the south-east corner of the
sub-area which drains to the River Witham

Views:
CA17b: Northwest Quadrant (Poplar Farm,
Long views from the open landscape into the town.
Boundary Farm and Rectory Farm)
Glimpsed views of the spire of St Wulfram’s and east
to the smaller spire of St John, Manthorpe and west
Form:
to the spire of St Sebastian’s, Great Gonerby
Open arable fields and grassland, less rural given
Trees and green edges:
views across to houses from both directions
Belton Lane to the edge of open fields is enclosed by
Structure:
trees; oak and ash, hedges close over the roadside
Large enclosed fields set to a shallow valley between
in places. Very limited tree cover to this part of the
the railway cutting and Barrowby Road
landscape setting
Watercourses:
The River Witham passes to the east of Manthorpe
and the land falls towards this valley floor. There is

Topography:
The land gently undulates and falls to a flat valley
floor to the east

Figure 8.17.04 and Figure 8.17.05; Two views presently to open countryside (CA17b) across an area known
as Poplar Farm or the Northwest Quadrant. This area is presently the subject of planning permission for
houses and community uses
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Boundaries:
Well trimmed, low hedges, no trees except to ridge
line to the west
Views:
Important views north to Great Gonerby’s church
spire (St Sebastian’s). Views from Gonerby Hill
towards this open space
Trees and green edges:
Very little tree cover other than to the western ridge
Watercourses:
Natural spring runs down a shallow valley to the
southern section of the sub-area, eventually feeding
into the River Witham to the north of the town

CA17c: Land east of Barrowby (including the A1
transport corridor)
Form:
Open arable fields, grassland and strong tree belts
Structure:
A series of regular enclosures, truncated by the A1
transport corridor and the infrastructure of the A52
junction

Topography:
Trees and green edges:
Land is undulating but rises to the east and west with Strong tree belts to the A1 and to sections of the
the A1 set down in a cutting
A52 (south side, east of the A1). The green edges
dominate views (rather than the A1)
Boundaries:
Low trimmed hedges, some trees and strong tree
belts to the A1
Views:
Distant views to the surrounding hills of Grantham,
dominated by power lines. The western edge of the
town is apparent

Watercourses:
A shallow valley to the east of Sheep Wash Lane
provides run-off for the green corridor which runs
on through CA 10
CA17d: Land to the north and south of
Gorse Lane
Form:
A mix of open arable fields to Gorse Lane and closed
scrub and grassland on steeper slopes to the north
Structure:
Largely open fields with tree and hedge-lined
boundaries to the north and then tree clumps and
scrub
Topography:
Land falls gently then sharply away to the north
Boundaries:
Strong tree-lined boundaries to the north, otherwise
open
Views:
There are long open views in all directions to rolling
countryside, the town sits in a bowl but the spire of
St Wulfram’s is glimpsed across the open fields
Trees and green edges:
Strong tree belts to the north and to the slopes
backing onto the housing and industrial sites of
CA09

Figure 8.17.06; View from Great Gonerby across CA17a – low rolling agricultural
land
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Watercourses:
There are no significant watercourses in the subarea

Figure 8.17.07; The
open countryside
surrounding the
town largely
comprises large
fields with mixed
hedge line
boundaries some
with mature trees

CA17e: Southern Quadrant (Land to the east of
B1174 and south of Somerby Hill)
Form:
Large open arable fields, wooded valley floor (River
Witham)

Topography:
Land falls steadily and in places sharply to the
wooded valley floor
Boundaries:
Well-trimmed hedges, occasional trees, developed
hedgerow to lanes

Structure:
Small-scale hedged fields with occasional hedgerow Views:
trees. River Witham valley runs north-south, mainline Long open views across the valley from the B1174
looking east and the A52 (Somerby Hill) looking
railway cuts across the valley
south, views to the south-east edge of town
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Trees and green edges:
Well-wooded valley floor to River Witham, otherwise
only occasional trees to hedgerows, and well
defined hedge boundaries to road and lane sides
Watercourses:
River Witham runs through the sub-area in a
wooded valley

Figure 8.17.08; The green, occasionally tree line ridge surrounding Grantham is an important part of the wider
character of the townscape. This enables sometimes very long distance views of the town’s heritage assets (St
Wulfram’s spire – seen to the bottom right photograph)

CA17f: Hall’s Hill, Harrowby
Form:
Mix of arable, pasture and scrubland
Structure:
Enclosed fields, tree-lined historic boundaries
Topography:
Steeply sloping rising to a plateau to the east
Boundaries:
Often tree-lined and wooded
Views:
Fine open views across the town taking in a number
of key historic landmarks. This area also forms the
backdrop for the Harrowby Road cemetery
Trees and green edges:
Small areas of woodland and strongly defined treelined boundaries to fields and lanes
Watercourses:
There are no significant watercourses to the subarea

Overview of character area CA17
Context (including geology, topography and
views)
The underlying geology is that of Jurassic Limestone
which is readily seen as a building material in
the historic houses of the villages of Barrowby,
Great Gonerby and Manthorpe. This is somewhat
complicated by the extensive deposition of glacial
debris, producing local clays and glacial pebbles.
To the south of the town some significant areas
are covered by glacial boulder clay drift. Highly
calcareous loams are found mainly on the steeper
slopes.
The topography is governed primarily by the valley
of the River Witham running north-south through
the town and various shallow valleys forming small
tributaries and eventually feeding into the river.
There is variation within the character area from the
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Figure 8.17.09; Distant view to the landmark spire of St
Wulfram’s seen for miles around

relatively steep sided slopes of CA17d and CA17f
to the gently rolling open fields of CA17a and
CA17b. These are combined within CA17e with the
rolling open fields to the south of Grantham falling
away steeply to the wooded valley floor of the River
Witham. This is best seen in views looking east from
the B1174 and on travelling down Somerby Hill into
the town from the south-east.

Figure 8.17.10; View to St Sebastian’s church Great Gonerby
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Figure 8.17.11; Colour palette
CA17

The topography is a key characteristic of the
landscape fringe as it collectively forms a green
rim of open countryside to the skyline around the
town and in places comes right up to the edges
as seen to the west side of CA17f (Hall’s Hill) and
the northern edge of CA17d (Gorse Lane). This
can perhaps be best appreciated in views looking
south from the church of St John’s, set on Station
Road, which is the highest point of the town centre
(CA01). Of equal importance is the fact that (apart
from Great Gonerby), this perceived skyline is
undeveloped. In the case of Great Gonerby, it is
the intentional views to the spire which dominate
and link with those to the spire of the church of
St Wulfram. Views from the landscape fringe
are dominated almost entirely by the spire of St
Wulfram’s. It towers above the relatively modest
and consistently scaled town with the only other
competing structures being those of the tower of
St John’s, Station Road, the spire of the cemetery
chapel to Harrowby Road and the modern maltings
to Harlaxton Road.
Given the green backdrop provided by the
character area, the important heritage assets
within the town, (principally that of the spire of St
Wulfram’s and the tower of St John’s) are often seen
against a green backdrop of open fields and/or
trees. This is an important characteristic of the role
played by this character area and needs careful
consideration when promoting change within the
character area.

Gonerby and the north-western fringes of the town
(CA06). The same can be said of the role of CA17c
(land east of Barrowby including the A1) although
this has less of a key role to play as the land is not
perceived in the same way as the buffer to Great
Gonerby. In the case of the latter, the A1 transport
corridor will always ultimately act as a ‘gap’
between Grantham and Barrowby.
Views across the town are strategically important
with the best views had from CA17f (Hall’s Hill)
and the Somerby Hill area of CA17e (Southern
Quadrant). More distant but important views
forming part of the setting to the Grade I listed
Belton House are to be had from Belmount Tower,
a prospect tower built to the eastern extent of
Belmount Avenue (part of the planned landscape
setting to the house). The house is seen in the
context of the town with particular emphasis
being placed on the slopes to Great Gonerby
and those to the north side of Gorse Lane. These
areas are considered to be particularly sensitive to
development in the context of the wider setting of
Belton House and grounds
Heritage assets

These areas are almost entirely landscape based
and generally have only isolated buildings; remnant
farm complexes and outbuildings. There are
varying degrees of below ground archaeology
potential across these sub-areas with some
areas such as the Southern Quadrant (CA17e)
Views of great value and strategic importance
having in places the potential for very significant
include those to and from Great Gonerby from
archaeological remains. With regards to heritage
the A52 and parts of sub-area CA17b (Northwest
assets, particularly below ground assets, prospective
Quadrant). The essential qualities of these are the
sense of openness and the clear gap between Great developers should seek the advice of the Heritage
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Figure 8.17.12; Colour palette

Trust of Lincolnshire prior to proposing development
in any of these sub-areas. In the case of above
ground historic buildings, the advice of the District
Council’s Conservation Officer should be sought.

Condition
Much of the land to the character area is
Agricultural Grade 2 and 3, providing high quality
agricultural land. The river corridor in particular (to
the south – CA17d) is a high quality natural mainly
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wooded environment providing complex habitats
for wildlife which are linked to the wider landscape
and urban greenspaces. Poorly maintained spaces
are limited. The northern edges of CA17d are
perhaps the most significant areas of greenspace

which appear unkempt and semi-wild in terms of
their management. These are nonetheless valuable
natural habitats forming green backdrops to the
south-western urban edges of the town (CA09).

•M
 aintain a varied urban edge with fringes of
the landscape setting extending into proposed
developments
• Consider opportunities for enhanced access to the
countryside around the edge of town
Ownership
• Protect gaps between Grantham and adjacent
Part of the Northwest Quadrant (CA17b) and almost
villages (particularly Great Gonerby)
all of the Southern Quadrant (CA17e) are owned
• In areas allocated for development, care needs to
by Buckminster Trust Estates. The remaining areas
be taken in handling the potential significant level
within the Northwest Quadrant are also in private
changes on these sites (particularly the Southern
ownership although some areas have development
Quadrant). Buildings should be built into sites.
options on them.
Plans for buildings should take advantage of
level changes (with split level plans and garaging
Areas CA17a, CA17c and CA17d are owned by
integrated into the slopes - seen in part to subvarious different private owners. CA17f is also in
area CA08b)
multiple ownership including the National Trust.
• There should be a soft edge to the outer perimeter
Negative qualities of the area
of proposed development (particularly to the
Southern Quadrant).
• A significant negative quality which is the case
throughout the character area is the way in which • Existing lanes, hedgerows and trees to be retained
in all proposed development
Figure 8.17.13; Views from the north towards the town
the urban areas border the landscape fringes.
These are often abrupt and poorly considered
• Proposed district centre to the Southern Quadrant showing the extent to which the spires of St Wulfram’s
(CA01a) and St John the Evangelist (Manthorpe –
boundaries with very little opportunity for the
to be located on or adjacent to Somerby Hill
CA13) can be seen across open countryside to the
landscape to permeate into the urban structure of • Encourage the use of locally distinctive
edges of the town
the town.
materials – red brick and stone, even as panels
accompanying other materials
Key Design Principles (general)
• Promote the use of clay pantiles – for principal
• Protect and enhance woodlands, field boundaries,
buildings and outbuildings
• Reinforce key views to the town’s heritage assets;
hedgerow trees and where found watercourses.
this is particularly important for views north from
• Use the colour palette recommendations to
the A52 towards Great Gonerby (CA17b)
reinforce local identity and create themes within
• Soften harsh urban edges with new broad leafed
developments
woodland planting or use new development, and
• Retain the open setting of Manthorpe and St
associated structural landscape, to soften existing
John’s church (CA17a)
• Promote street trees to accentuate principal routes
harsh urban edges
and reinforce green corridors to the river valley
• Maintain the open and green character of Hall’s
and existing footpaths, lanes and roads
• Avoid built development encroaching on the
Hill (CA17f)
higher scarp slopes, or along a ridgeline
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•G
 iven the topography and prominence of
proposed urban extensions, houses or flat blocks
should not exceed three storeys, for most of the
character area’s allocated sites two storey will be
sufficient and should not be exceeded.

landscape colours of the rural edge to which is
introduced the colour blue. Blue pubs were the
symbol of Whig support in the town, and the colour
endures in street names.

Grantham Urban Extensions- Northwest (CA17b)
and Southern Quadrants (CA17e)

Much of the infrastructure associated with present
transport corridors (the A1 and the mainline railway)
and proposed transport works (the proposed relief
The colours may be realised through render,
road to the south-east of the town, through the
preformed panels, glazed brick and glass block,
Southern Quadrant and the linking to the Pennine
amongst others. Within each new development the
Way at the Northwest Quadrant) is going to entail
modulation of colour intensity and scale of use will
considerable structural changes to the landscape
add legibility and form to the environment.
and will by their nature and scale restrict the
effective use of land for housing and community
uses within close proximity of these structures. The
Limits to Growth
design and location of these structures; bridges,
In terms of the townscape character of Grantham in cuttings, access roads, lighting are all going to
relation to its landscape fringes, of key importance is have an effect on the spaces for some considerable
the preservation of the green rim which encircles the distance. This is particularly the case with regards to
town and provides it with a sense of containment.
the proposed relief road to the Southern Quadrant
The ridgeline is of great importance to the town and as it has to overcome the not-inconsiderable
provides the wider setting for significant heritage
technical issues associated with crossing a valley of
assets within the town centre. Most notably that of
high ecological value with a river (the river supports
the spires of St Wulfram’s church and the cemetery
important native crayfish) and a mainline railway
chapels to Harrowby Road and to a lesser extent
running along and crossing its length.
the tower of St John’s church, Station Road. Each of
these is seen in the context of extended views across Grantham has managed to maintain an important
wider landscape setting and a key part of its
the town which include and rely upon a green
character is the scale of development which rarely
backdrop of generally rolling hills with tree and
hedge-lined boundaries but occasionally, in terms of comes above two storey except to the centre of the
views looking east, abrupt changes in level forming town where it is three storey in particular areas
but is still dominated by the spire of the church
a steeper green backdrop of woods and fields.
of St Wulfram’s. The fact that the development is
The spire of the Grade I listed church of St Sebastian largely confined to the valley floor and is rarely
set within the hilltop settlement of Great Gonerby
seen to the slopes of the surrounding hills has
is of equal importance to that of St Wulfram’s and
maintained this perception of a very contained area
views to the spire from the A52 and views which
of development. Encroachment onto steep hillsides

The proposed urban extensions offer an opportunity
to create new neighbourhood identities, belonging
to the town, but celebrating a positive new image.
This should free development from the sterile cul
de sacs of pastiche and promote contemporary
architecture derived from a sense of place but
addressing current cultural and technological issues.
Colour and materials palettes can reinforce local
identity; strong positive identity leads generally
to civic pride and an engaged community. The
colours proposed for the urban extensions take
the predominant brick and pantile range with the
landscape colours of the rural edge and introduce
the colour blue. Blue pubs were the symbol of Whig
support in the town, and the colour endures in street
names.
The palette develops the blue range as a response
to the indigenous colours to create an integrated
scheme, which will sit well in the landscape and at
the junction with the existing townscape.
The colours may be realised through render,
preformed panels, glazed brick and glass block,
amongst others. Within each new development the
modulation of colour intensity and scale of use will
add legibility and form to the environment.
Colours proposed for the urban extensions take
the predominant brick and pantile range with the

The palette develops the blue range as a response
to the indigenous colours to create an integrated
scheme, which will sit well in the landscape and at
the junction with the existing townscape.
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also set the village apart from the edges of the
town are of vital importance to the identity of both
settlements. These view corridors which pick up
on the spaces which define these areas should be
very carefully considered in any future plans for
development within this character area.

is out of character for Grantham and will require a
very carefully considered philosophy for how to deal
with level changes within buildings, spaces and to
road layout and design. This should be seen in the
context of the work which has been undertaken on
the Movement Strategy particularly that relating to
the design, scale, hierarchy and location of streets
to the Northwest (CA17b) and Southern Quadrants
(CA17e).
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